Zapraszamy na Dni Otwarte Naszej Szkoły !!!
Jak go widzą, tak go piszą ... 😊

Oto „Staszic” –

sercem swych Uczniów malowany:

➔ 1.) Staszic School. Recommendation. 2 GB
   Nasza Szkoła – polecamy !!!
➔ 2.) Staszic School. Description of a place.
   1GA Opis tego (wspaniałego) Ziemi zakątka …
➔ 3.) A few thoughts on Staszic School. 2 GB
   Myśli zebranych kilka:
   Jestem tutaj, bo ... / Patrząc wstecz ... / Mam nadzieję na ...
➔ 4.) A comic. Komiks
"This school this junior high is so cool it's gonna blow your mind."
This is a verse from the unofficial Staszic School Anthem whose lyrics were
written by our students in the name of love they feel for this school.
The building of our high school is located in the central part of Sosnowiec City.
We are known because of a very high level of teaching.
Staszic is ranked in "top 100 schools in Poland", and our junior high has got
the first place among Silesian schools.
All of our students are addicted to this school and we say that coming to
Staszic was one of the best decisions in our lives. When you cross the
threshold of our school you feel like you're flying in heaven because of the
atmosphere here.
We don’t want to hide that you have to learn very much, but it is caused by
the fact that every person coming to this school is really ambitious. What
more can we tell you? Come to our school, and see how we live!

A group work by Wiktoria, Ola, Natalia, Weronika, Dominika. 2 GB

Staszic is placed in Sosnowiec, in Waldemar Zillinger Square. In one quite old but beautiful
building there are both a high school and a lower high.
The level of education here is very good and we are proud of it. Students from Staszic have
a lot of achievements and the school is among 100 best schools in Poland. Of course we have a very interesting history. Did you know that our school is about 120 years old? Our headmaster is brilliant and everybody adores him. We have to notice that our teachers are the best in the world. They are patient, kind and helpful and a little bit strict. We also have lots of friends here and everybody likes each other. The atmosphere is nice and cheerful. We are happy to come here. Our school offers a lot of extra courses like biology, history, the choir with Mr Tabak. If you want to have fun, you can take part in one of the videoclips that became the school tradition together with The Foreign Languages Festival. Finally, there are a lot of gadgets in our school like scarfs, bags with the logo or even sweatshirts.

If you want to have a fantastic school life, please come to our school and join the Staszicaks’ society. We are the best !!!

A group work by Zuza, Agata, Alicja, Natalia. 2 GB

Staszic is located in the centre of Sosnowiec. Because of that everyone has an easy access to many ways of transport. There are 5 bus stops, a tram stop and even a train station near our school! A few meters from our school there is also a swimming pool, so we go swimming every Tuesday instead of PE. Around Staszic there are also many shops, bars and a supermarket so after school we can go shopping.

Our school has impressive history – well, it would be weird if it didn’t, considering its age. It’s 120 years old. You don’t have to worry about it being old-fashioned though, because it has a great balance between the old and new. Even the uniforms aren’t so bad; someone may even think of them as classy.

Our school has one of the highest levels of education in Poland. It has reached the status of Golden School. Staszic has such a high level of English that we study some subjects in this language. And we have also the best Russian teacher in the world, every year about 30 students win the Russian competition. Apart from that, we have the famous mathematician Mr. Walotek who is also our headmaster.

The teachers here are so friendly that everyone likes them. They teach with passion and they make us interested in their subjects.

Staszic students have lots of achievements in many fields - English, Mathematics, Russian... The atmosphere here is really great, students from
junior high have contact with students from high school. There is such a big number of additional classes that everyone can find something for himself/herself. Besides classic lessons like biology, physics, maths or English, there is also football (not only for boys :D) or a students’ choir.

In Staszic there are so many events, that students are never bored, e.g. movie marathons, many concerts, meetings, competitions...

What more can we say about this school? Well, some students might be curious whether the school library has interesting books to offer or not. We can assure everyone (and that is a first-hand information!) that we do not only have set books, but also interesting novellas for any kind of reader.

In other words: Staszic is a great school and we’re happy to be here. It was a great opportunity for all of us to meet amazing people and make new friends... And so far no one is complaining :).

A group work by Ania, Paulina, Dorota, Emilka. 2 GB
of trees and bushes nearby. In the middle there is a car park for teachers or students' parents.

Staszic was built in the last century. In front of it we can see a symbolic stone. It was built to remember "Staszicaki" killed in the Second World War.

For some people "Plac Zillingera" is one of the spots on a city map, but for me it means a lot, because my lovely school is situated there.

Staszic School building is painted white and blue. It has got a big, electric door and students must use cards to open it, when they are late.

My favourite place in Staszic is the school shop. I love it, because students may buy there a lot of wonderful meals! We can sit there during breaks and enjoy the fantastic atmosphere or even study and memorise for a test.

I believe that the building is not so attractive outside, but I feel safe there as if I were at home.

Madzia 1 GA

Zillinger Square is located in Sosnowiec. It's a calm place, although there's a busy street near there. In the middle there's a car park, but there are some other buildings over there. On the one side there's Stanisław Staszic Secondary and High School. On the other side there is a housing estate with terraced houses.

In front of the school there is a small garden with some trees and bushes. There's also a newly created memory stone. It was formed on the occasion of the 120th anniversary of the school's existence, as a tribute to teachers and students killed during the II World War.

"The Staszic"- school of mine is located on this square. In my opinion it's quite big. There're four floors over there and more than 100 rooms. My favourite place in this school is "the carpet", which is the space where we can sit on the pillows, relax, have fun with friends or revise for the lesson. Next to the school building there're two fields, track and some trees. I like this school because of the atmosphere- people are kind and have positive attitude.

Teachers are also cool, although most of them is very strict. I'm sure that it's the best school in my town and I'm happy that I'm studying here.

Dominika 1 GA

I came here because...

- ... people say the level of education here is high. Now I know it is true.
- ...this is my family tradition
- ...my parents were studying here
- ...of great atmosphere during School Open Days
- ...of Mr Walotek – the best mathematician ever 😊
- ...Staszic is the best
- …a lot of my friends go to this school
- …I wanted to be cleverer
- …I wanted to improve my English 😊
- …I really like English and I thought that this is a great place to practice it.
- … I won’t go anywhere else if I know that this school is the best. What for? 😊

**Having been here for almost two years I must say …**

- …that all good comments about sophisticated students were honest
- …that although teachers are strict, the atmosphere is great anyway
- the two years I have been here are a fantastic time

- …I love to be here 😍
- …coming to this school was a good choice

**I hope …**

- …I will be always motivated to learn the way I am now
- …new school year (the third and final class) will be as cool as the time here so far
- …I will win the Russian Competition next year
- …nothing will change. I am happy with the school the way it is
- we will have the trip of our lives in London in May
- **my future career life will thank me for all the efforts... 😊**

I love MY SCHOOL ❤️ I ❤️ MY SCHOOL ❤️ I ❤️ MY SCHOOL ❤️ I ❤️ MY SCHOOL ❤️

➡️ A comic. Komiks

Konkurs na komiks o Szkole rozstrzygnięty.
Wyróżniona praca – publikowana poniżej – jest dziełem grupowym Doroty, Ani, Emilki i Pauliny z klasy 2 GB. Gratulujemy !!!

A tak wygląda to dzieło 😊 w przybliżeniu:
to be continued ...